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Your electrical safety is a domestic and
commercial electrical contractor. We
maintain the safety of homes and
businesses across Kent and beyond. 
Every flicker of a lightbulb, hum of a newly
installed solar panel or satisfied nod of a
local customer is a testament to our
quality and commitment.

We provide comprehensive electrical
services and over the years, we’ve carried
out all types of electrical jobs, from simple
domestic maintenance tasks to installing
Solar panels on commercial farms, wiring
new-build offices and residential towers,
and refurbishing supermarkets.   

By merging two decades of electrical
expertise with a passion for electrical
safety, we ensure our services meet the
current standards and set new ones. With
our dedication to quality, transparency
and outstanding customer service, we
integrate the latest technologies,
empowering our community to have
peace of mind when it comes to their
home and family.

Your Electrical Safety are
experts in our field. Our brand
is synonymous with trust,
expertise and unwavering
dedication to electrical safety. 

ABOUT US
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SERVICES

Inviting a stranger into your home or business is always a concern. That’s why
we only employ professional, qualified and friendly electricians with the
experience and knowledge to look after your electrical needs. See below a
comprehensive breakdown of the services we offer our clients here at YES:

Electrical Safety
inspection

EICR (Electrical
Installation
Condition Reports)

Voltage
Optimisation

Repairs and
Upgrades

We conduct thorough and
comprehensive electrical
safety inspection to identify
potential hazards or faults in
your electrical system and
this is completely FREE of
charge.

An EICR, also known as a
periodic inspection, is a
detailed assessment of the
condition of your electrical
installations.

With our voltage
optimisation solutions, we
can help you reduce energy
consumption, lower
electricity bills, and extend
the lifespan of your electrical
equipment.

Whether you need a simple
repair or a complete
electrical system upgrade,
our skilled technicians are
here to assist you.
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FREE ELECTRICAL SAFETY
INSPECTIONS

Did you know? 
Did you know that over 7000 homes experience
an electrical fire annually and that over £100
million in damages are caused by fires at home
in the UK? 

Our FREE Electrical safety check covers the following areas: 

Fuse box

Sockets

Lights

Cooker circuits

Electric heating

Main earthing to property

Main earthing to gas &
water supplies

What’s in it for us? Hopefully everything will be alright but should it not our
electrician will discuss with you what areas would benefit from improvement and
what it may cost to rectify. Hopefully you will use us to carry out any remedial or
minor works but you are under no obligation to do so and our report can be freely
used to obtain other quotations. 

At the end of the free electrical safety inspection our electrician will provide you with a
VIR report and will discuss the results. 
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Replacement of old or
damaged plug sockets
Replacement of old or
failing lights. 
Broken down earthing

ELECTRICAL REMEDIAL &
MINOR WORKS

Electrical remedial and minor works are usually
carried out after you’ve had an electrical safety check
or an electrical installation condition report carried
out which have found minor faults or defects. 

Code C1 fault: An immediate danger and requires urgent attention and repair as soon
as possible

Electrical remedial and minor works can be quoted for from the codes found by the EICR.
Definitions of these codes are:

Code C2 fault: There is a potential danger and is an unsatisfactory condition which
requires attention.

Code C3 fault: A fault has been observed and there are recommended improvements
that can be made. 

MAINS
POWERED
SMOKE ALARMS
Smoke alarms are crucial in domestic
households to provide early detection of fires
and ultimately save lives. Our smoke alarms
provide a rapid response to slow smouldering
fires alerting you and your family to danger
quickly. Mains interlinked smoke alarms talk to
each other and when one is triggered all the
alarms in your home will go off simultaneously
letting you know about an emergency sooner
or when you may not hear and alarm in a
bedroom.
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 Update your fuse box so your electrics keep
working safely and meet the latest
regulations. Having an up to date fuse box
(consumer unit) is a major part of ensuring
your electrics are safe and up to standard.
All of our installations are fully certified and
well even notify your local authority building
control of the replacement. 

Safety and protection for your home and
family
Trusted engineers to fit your new fuse box
replacement. 
Improve your homes electrics

EICR & 
ELECTRICAL 
SAFETY 
CERTIFICATES
The EICR involves precise and thorough
testing of your homes hidden in electrical
cables and connections with specialist
testing equipment. The EICR is a document
proving you maintain your homes electrical
installation which often is a requirement of
your home insurance. In the same way as a
boiler or your car would be serviced every
year consider having an EICR carried out at
the recommended intervals to provide
peace of mind your home is electrically
safe. 

FUSE BOX &
CONSUMER
UNIT
REPLACEMENT
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